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DIGEST:

1, GAO will not reevaluate technical proposals
or substitute its Judgment for that of eval-
uation committee pembers, who have considerable
discretion, Rather, GAO will examine record
to determine wihether judgment of evaluation
committee was reasonable and in accord with
listed criteria, and will consider whether
there was any violation of procurement statutes
and regulations.

2. Selection of criteria and corresponding weights
is within agency's d-tscretion, and will not be
questioned absent showling that discretion was
abused

3. Where IWP does not require that proposed per-
sonnel be committed to contract and record
indicates that successful offeror submitted
resumes in good faith, no basis exists for
questioning agency's evaluation of proposal
on beais of personnel reflected therein.

4. Although agencies are required to identify the
major evaluation factors applicable to a pro-
curement, they need not explicitly identify
aspects that are logically and reasonably re-
lated to the stated factors. Record shows
that evaluators properly considered crew size
as an aspect of the type of supervision con-
templated by proposals.
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.99 Contention that firm's experience in related
wor);--evaluatec1 under a separate criterion--
also should have been considered in conjunc-
tion with other major factors is without
merit, For the agency to have evaluated
experience in related work both as an inidu-
pendent evaluation factor and in conjunction
with other factors would have exaggerated the
importance of related experience, contrary to
the announced evaluation scheme,

6, Evaluation committee's use of consensus rather
than average scoring is not objectionable where
request for proposals neither mandated nor pre-
cluded either method.

7, Whether terms of contract are met is a matter
of contract administration, which is the respon-
sibility of procuring agency, not GAO. Further,
awardeeI5 contract performance is not valid
basis to show agency's evaluation of awardee's
proposal was improper.

MAA Engineering and Drafting protests the award of a
contract to SEC, Inc. under request for proposals (RFP)
No, R4-03-81-8 issued by the United 'states Department of
Agriculture, Forest Service, Jackson, Wyoming. For the
reasons discussed herein, we deny the protest. f

The solicitation called for the performance of a
timber stand examination inventory in the Bridger-Teton {
National Forest, and divided the required work into four
groups of sample points identified in the schedule as
items la through Id. Tile RFP requested prices for each
of the four items, and provided that a cost evaluttion
based on prices proposed for item la would count 20 per-
cent in selecting the awardee. The technical evaluation
would be based onl four weighted factors, listed in the
REP as follows: (1) Qualifications and experience of
project leader(s) and field personnel: (a) Education;
(b) Experience (25 percent); (2) Time planned for and
type of supervision of field crews (25 percent); (3) Ex-
perience in related work (10 percent); and (4) Soundness
of proposal (20 pereent).

After the RF'P was issued, the Lorest Service estab-
lished a number of subcriteria and corresponding numeri-
cal values. The subariteria which AAA contends were
improperly implenaontedt are:

l
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[criteria] Points

1. Qualifications and experience Max. 100
(weight 25',I)

(a) Project Leader(s)(L10%) Max. 40

(2) Experience in inventory
or related measurements Mlax. 30
1-2 years 10
3-4 years 20
5+ years 30

b. Field Personnel

(2) Experience in inventory
or related measurements Max. 40

1-2 years 10
3-4 years 25
5+ years 40

2. Time planned for and type of
supervision (weight 25%) Max.l00

b. Span of Control (10%) Max. 40

Supervision time expressed as a percent
of total project crew hours with percentages
assigned the following points:

202 40
15% 30
10% 20
5% 5

Motest

4. Years of experience will be determined as
well as possible from proposal. A season
of three to six months of work will be counted
as one year.

Technical evaluation of the six proposals
received was conducted by a tiroe-person evaluation
committee. After the evaluators individually assigned
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the proposals numerical scores under each of the four
criterion headings, thu committee members jointly scored
and ranked the proposals. As a result of this process
and the subsequent cost evaluation, three offerors were
eliminated from the competitive range, The remaining
three offerors were requested to submit best and final
offers which were ranked as followst

Item la (cost) Technical Score

SEC $71,400,56 7095
AAA 69,278900 62.5
Jackaon/Prochnau

85, 108.76 71.0

The Forest Service selected SEC for award,

In a letter debriefing the protester, thd agency ex-
plained that the evaluation committee found AMA's technical
proposal deficient in several areas, First, the letter noted
thht the evaluation committee determined under the criterion
leading "Qualifications and experience" that neither the
project leader's nor the field employees' experience quali-
fied for maximum credit. Second, the letter stated that
the committee downgraded AAA's proposal in the category "Time
for and type of supervision" since the protester proposed
a supervision ratio of two supervisors for 14 crewnmen, or
13 percent time supervised. In this connection, it was also
noted that the firm's supervisors would have a minimal span
of control over the "widely scattered" one-man crews proposed
by AAA.

The protester asserts that AAA received too low a tech-
nical score and that SEC's scooe was too high. Also, AMA
maintains that the second phase of the technical evaluation
process was conducted in an arbitrary manner.

Before discussing the speciftc complaints raised by
MA, Awe note that in resolving cases in which a protester,
as here, challenges the validity of a technical evaluation,
this Office does not rescore proposals or otherwise substi-
tute its judgment for that of evaluakion team members. The
purpose of our review is to determine whether the judgment
of the. evaluation team was reasonable and in accord with
listed criteria, and to consider whether there was any viola-
tion of procurement statutes and regulations. See John J.
McMullen Associates, Inc., B-196281, June 2, 1981, 81-1 CPD
433.
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Also, we note that our decision on this matter is based
in part on data included in the evaluators' individual scoring
sheets; this information was forwarded to us by the Forest
Service for our in camera review, and has not been disclosed
to the protester.

Summaries of AAA's principal allegations and our
comments follow,

AI.EGATION1 The evaluation committee improperly confiner,
its review of the project leader's experience to a deter-
mination of the number of years of his experience in timber
inventories and related measurements, Although AAA's
project leader had only four years of relevant experience,
and therefore was properly classified in the three-to-
five year range, the Forest Service should have considered
that AAA's project leader completed 34 forestry contracts
totaling more than S726,000 during the four-ypnr period; in
contrast, SEC's project leader has completed only 20 for-
estry contracts totaling $400,000 during his 15 years
of experience.

COMMENT: It is well settled that a determination of
an agency's minimum needs and the selection and weights
of evaluation criteria to be used to measure how well
offerors will meet those needs are within the broad dis-
cretion entrusted to agency procurement officials, Aug-
mentation, Inc., B-186614, September 10, 1976, 76-2 CPD 235.

AMA does not contend that the Forest Service abused
its discretion in selecting "years of experience" as a
subcriterion; instead, the protester maintains that the
evaluators also should have considered the number of for-
estry contracts completed and volume of sales generated
by the project leader..

Obviously, there are several ways in which proposals
Man he measured against a broadly stated evaluation cri-
terJon. For example, when experience is the criterion,
the period of time over which the experience has been ob-
tained is one possible measurement. The quality of the
experience is another. How extensive the experience was
during the time involved is still another, It is up to
the agency to determine which measurement or combination
of measurements should be used to determine the proposal
most advantageous to the Government, and we will not ob-
ject to how an agency evaluates proposals against a stated
RFP criterion unless the evaluation approval is incon-
sistent with the stated criterion or is otherwise without
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a reasonable basis, See GTE/IS Facilities Management Corp.,
B-1136391, September 7, 1977, 77-2 CPD 176,

Here1 wlhile the agency could have evaluated proposals
as AM suggests, it also could lipit the experience eval-
uation as it did since the approach used is consistent with
the broad factor listed in the RPP and otherwise has not
been shown to be unreasonable, At best, AAA has shown only
that it would have been more advantageous to AMA had the
Forest Service evaluated experience'differently,

ALLEGATIOMI: Although the agency has not disclosed the
numerical scores assigned AAA's field personnel under the
subcriterion "Experience in inventory or related measure-
ments," it is apparent that AMA received an unreasonably
low score in this category. The agency should have dleter-
mined that AAA's field employees had more than two years
experience since AAA's proposal indicated that its foresters
averaged over 12 months experience in timber inventories,
and each season of three to six Months was to count as one
year, On this basis, the experience of AAA's foresters
should have been classified in the three-to-four year cate-
gory and assigned a score of 25 points.

Also, a comparison of AAA's and SEC's proposals shows
that AAA's foresters had four times more experience in tim-
ber inventories than SEC's foresters and had been employed
by the corporation more than four times as long. These
differences were overlooked by the evaluators.

COMMENT; As noted previously, the field personnel/experience
suboritorion was broken dow:l into three categories: (1) one-
two years (10 points), (2) three-four years (25 points), and
(3) five or nore years (40 points), The evaluators' scoring
sheets for this subfactor showr that the numerical scores
assigned AMA ranged between the one-two year and three-four
year categories. Since MAA's proposal indicates that its
personnel average slightly more than two years of experience
(an average of 12.2 months broken clown into two six-month
seasons), and there was no two-three year category listed
on the evaluation sheet, we have no basis for questioning
the reasonableness of the range of scores assigned by
the evaluators.

Furthermore, we rl. not agree that the evaluators should
have compared the proposals and given weight to the fact
that AAA's foresters were four tines more experienced than
SEC's foresters. As pointed out by the agency, the committee
was Instructed to evaluate each proposal against the stated
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evaluation criteria and not against: the compe'ing proposals,
In any event, we note that SEC was consistently rated lower
than AAA under the field personnel/experience subcriterion,

ALf 4EGATICMI; The Forest Service made no effort to determine
whet. he field personnel proposed by $EC were committed
to tV ; 'irm, At the time SrC submitted its proposal, only
two .a ,he 21 foresters described therein were currently
employed; after SEC was awarded the :ontract, it commenced
performrnce with only nine forestevs,

COMMENT; As a general rule, personnel proposed in an offer
need not be presently employed by the offeror to be con-
sidered in proposal evaluation, Panuzio/Rees Associates,
Q3-19751', November 26, 1980, 80-2 CPP 395. In Kirschner
Associates, Inc., 13-187625, June 5i, 1977, 77-1 CPD 426,
we held that the agency's evaluation of an offeror's key
personnel, even though some were charged after award, was
not objectionable since the names were submitted in good
faith by -he offeror with the consent of the respective
individuals, In Boktonon Sy3mnnis, Inca, B-189064, April 19,
1970, 78-1 CPD 303, the protester argued that the agency's
technical evaluation of the proposals was improper becaus'
few, if any, of the personnel whose resumes were submitted
by the successful offeror were utilized in performing the
work;. We determined that the agency's evaluation of the
proposals on the basis of personnel reflected therein was
unobjectionable in views of the absence of an RiP provision
specifically requiring offerors to furnish evidence of per-
sonnel comnitments, See also QED 5stoms, Inc., B-189410,
December 15, 1977, 77-2 CPD 467.

In this case, the RFP did not require that proposed
personnel be committed to the contract, The solicitation
merely required offerors to address the four criteria,
one of which pertained to the qualifications and experience
of field personnel, SEC indicated in its proposal that. the
personnel describerl therein included those who "are presently
on our staff one? thone who have expressed an interest in work-
ing on this project," SEC neither misrepresented the employ-
ment status of the foresters proposed for the project, nor
did it state that employeen not presently employed would be
hired in the future. Under tholfSa: circumstances, we believe
that SEC submitted the foresters' resumes in good faith, and,
accordingly, we find no basis for questioning the agency's
evaluation of SEc's proposal on the basis of the personnel
described therein.
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ALLEGATION; The evaluators improperly determined under the
criterion heading "Tine planned for and type of supervis on"
that AAA's proposal contemplated a supervision ratio of two
supervisors to 14 crewmen, or 13 percent time supervised.
AMA should hasa received maximum credit in this category
sjnce its proposal indicated a 3/14 supervision ratio, or
21 percent time supervised, in contrast to the lower 3/71
ratio proposed by SEC.

COMMENT: AAA apparently views its project leader as a
third on-site supervisor, Its proposal, however, indicates
that the project leader's Cuties would be largely adninis-
trative; he would be at the project site to observe and
manage as required," and would otherwise learn of project
activities through weekly reports transmitted by the :wo
field mangoers. In contrast, SEC's proposal indicates
that the project leader would work in conjunction with tne
two field Managers at the project site, at least during the
initial stages of contract performances, Therefore, this
aspect of the evaluation appears to be reasonable,

ALLEGATION; The Forest Service improperly considered AAA's
use of one-man crews in evaluating its proposal under the
criterion pertaining to supervision, Since the REP did not
prohibit or otherwise refer to the use oE one-man crews the
Forest Service was not entitled to consider this aspect of
AMA's proposal in its evaluation.

COMIJ1ENT; Although agencies are recquired to identify the
major evaluation factors applicable to a procurement, they
need not expl citly identify the areas of each which might
be taken into account, All that is required is that those
aspects not identified be logically and reasonably related
to or encompassed by the stated evaluation factors. Buffalo
Organization for Social and Technological Innovation, Inc.,
B-196279, February 7, 1q80, 80-1 CPD 107.

Here, the RFP listed "Time planned for and type of super-
vision" as a principal criterion. W-e believe that evaluation
of the type of supervision contemplated by a proposal could
reasonably include consideration of crew size and its effect
on dispersion of personnel. Therefore, wan do not agree that
the evaluators acted improperly in considering AAA's use of
one-man crews.

ALLEGATION: AAA has successfully performed similar contracts
using one-man crews and applying the supervision ratio de-
scribed in its proposal. The evaluators improperly failed
to take account of this fact.
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COMM1ENT The firm's experience in related work was evaluated
uwider a separate criterion, Consideration of related experi-
ence in conjunction with the other major factors would have
exaggerated the importance of such experience to the evalua-
tion; contrary to the announced evaluation scheme, See Mutual
of Omaha Insurance Company, B-201710, January 4, 1982, 87-1
CPP 2,

AIJ.EGATION: The evaluation commnittee acted arbitrarily
because .t failed to Eollow objective guidelines in deter-
mining the final weighted score for each proposal, A
review of the joint scoring sheet indicates that the com-
mittee did not average the evaluators' individual scores
tinder each criterion heading to arrive at a final score
for that criterion; instead, thse members disregarded the
individual ratings and jointly assigned the proposals
new scores,

COMMENT: Although the evaluation committee did, as MAA
asserts, use consensus scoring rather than averaging,
there was nothing in the R1P which mandated or precluded
e ther method, Accordingly, we will not quiestioi. the
reasonableness of the conmittee's choice of evaluation
methods, See EIDI Coeporation, B-201291, June 26, 1981,
81-1 CPD 532.

ALEEGATIAOrI SEC has failed to perform in a timely manner
and therefore GAO should direct the Forest Service to
terminate the contract for default and to resolicit its
requirements. Furthermore, SEC's inadequate performance
reflects the improprieties which occurred during the eval-
uation process.

COMMENT: The timeliness and adequacy of SEC's performance
in a matter of contract administration which is the function
and responsibility of the procuring activity. New Jersey
Association on Correction, B-199680, April 9, 1981, 81-1
CPD 272. If it isacteriuinced that the awardee is not mt-
ing the contract terms, the contract may be terminated for
default. Hlowever, as indicated, this is a matter for the
procuring agency, and is not one which wie consider under
our bid pcotest procedures, Anderson's Complete Cleaning
Service, B-200261, September 23, 1980, 80-2 CPD 22.3. Fur-
therm-ore, a contractor's performance does not establish
that the selection of the contractor or the evaluation of
the contractor's proposal was improper. Delta Systems
Consultants, Inc..--Reconsideration, B-201166.2., July 31,
1981, 81-2 CPD 72.
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The protest is denied,

N¢2Comptroll r enera'
U of the United States
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